
For years we at E.C.D. have butted heads chasing for perfection 
in our Land Rover Marque builds. A few years ago the owners sat 
down and discussed if we were to add something to our lineup, 
what would it be. I believe three out of the four of us said the same 
vehicle, the other was quickly convinced. We wanted something 
that would sit nicely next to one of our existing Land Rover builds 
and be on a par, but something different, something sporty and 
quintessentially British of course. Only one vehicle comes to mind, 
the stunning Jaguar E Type, once dubbed by Enzo Ferrari as the 
most beautiful car in the world, now available re-imagined by E.C.D.

WELCOME



 

Drivetrain Options:

450hp LT1 / 450hp Tesla Electric Motor 

Specifications Highlights:
Historic Paint colors, Fine grade Jaguar Nappa Leather, 

European weave carpet, Performance Braking and 
Suspension, Sports Exhaust.

ROADSTER
Drivetrain Options:

450hp LT1 / 450hp Tesla Electric Motor 

Specifications Highlights:
Historic Paint colors, Fine grade Jaguar Nappa Leather, 

European weave carpet, Performance Braking and 
Suspension, Sports Exhaust.

COUPE

Old English White Exterior
Tan Interior

 Carmen Red Exterior
Black Interior

Willow Green Exterior
Tan Interior

Mist Grey Exterior
Black Interior

-

Price from: 
$299,995.00

Color options shown above are not exhaustive. Some features mentioned are optional upgrades.



Performance

What has given E.C.D. it’s reputation over the years more than 
the British/American twist? Choose our GM performance 
LT1 engine with 8 speed automatic transmission for a high 
performance daily vehicle that has the sounds and smells you 
would expect from a fast road vehicle. The classic Jaguar engine 
can be retained with a 5 speed manual for those who wish the 
vehicle to be a true classic (this will come with leaks and all). 
Our Tesla offering is for those that wish to pack a punch, go 

without gas and create something truly unique. 

DRIVETRAIN

Tesla Power all Electric 
drivetrain with Direct Drive

450 hp - 8 hour charge time with an estimated 
200 mile city, 140 mile highway range. A 
spectacular feel behind the wheel.

GM LT1

450hp LT1 GM Performance drivetrain 
with 8 speed automatic transmission. 
Superb modern performance and ease of 
maintenance.

Historic Jaguar

Age appropriate Jaguar engine relevant to 
the mark, inline 6 cylinder or V12. Classic 
sounds and performance, will require higher 
ongoing maintenance.



Indigo

Imperial Maroon

Carmine Red Cornish Grey British Racing Green

Sherwood Green

Claret Cotswold Blue Pearl Grey

Mist Grey Old English White

Historic

Our paint selection on our limited E-Type run will be authentic 
Jaguar colors from the 60’s to the 80’s. Pick a stunning heritage 
color and pair with an upgraded hand tipped leather interior 

for a refined, heritage feel.

PAINT



Optional - Modern

Or select one of our optional exterior colors, selected from 
Jaguar’s current 2023 line up. Pair this with a modern, clean 
Jaguar Napa leather for a more modern take on this stunning 

vehicle.

PAINT

Lingurian Black

Dynamic Black

Pertroixx Blue Sunset Glow Indus Silver

Firenze Red Sanguinello Orange Tourmaiine Brown

Yulong White Portofino Blue



Camel - 6564

Espresso - 4133

Jet Black - 3425 Ivory - 3625 Tan - 3650

Red - 3071 Brogue - 5525

Jaguar Full Grain - 3625 Jaguar Full Grain - 3453 Navy - 7154

Cherry - 4038 Almond - 3478

Included - Hydes

All of our leather is sourced from Jaguars current and historic 
colorway offering. A fine grade Napa leather will create an 

interior that smells as good as it looks. 

LEATHER



Distressed

Distressed embodies the ease and comfort 
of a well-worn, natural leather. This full 
grain, aniline dyed leather is produced from 
a premium selection of raw material from 
southern Germany.

Hand Tipped

This two-toned leather is clearly in a class 
by itself. Hand Tipped is crafted from a 
premium selection of full grain raw material 
and the pebble grain character is the result 
of a specific retannage and extended milling 
process

Leather Weave

Leather Weave takes quality upholstery 
leather and creates depth and pattern by 
weaving thin strips together. This unique 
covering for automotive upholstery offers a 
distinct and timeless look.

Optional - Spinneybeck

Pick one of our optional Spinneybeck leathers for the best  
of the best individual offering, create a space that is truly  

your own.

UPGRADED LEATHER



Florida OfficeFlorida Office  
5286 Giron Circle, Kissimmee, FL USA 34758

(407)-483-4825

UK OfficeUK Office  
Unit 5, Crown Industrial Estate, Burton, UK, DE14 3PG 

01283 450179


